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Abstract— Heat transfer is directly proportional to the 

surface area and the temperature difference. While 

temperature difference is restricted by the application, so the 

surface area per unit volume is the only parameter which 

controls the heat transfer rate. As device having higher 

surface area per unit volume as compared to conventional 

channels is frequently used. With the development of 

variations in the field of fluid flow and heat transfer are 

increasing. Heat transfer enhancement can be achieved 

through dimpled tubes. This is an interesting technique in 

order to obtain more compact and efficient equipment. 

Tubes with artificial roughness obtained by providing 

dimples on the external tube surface are competitive in 

comparison to performance and cost of other enhanced 

techniques currently employed in turbulent flow. By using 

dimpled tubes heat transfer is enhanced compared to regular 

tubes. Enhanced tubes can be used for many applications 

such as Boilers, evaporators, condensers, Heaters, oil 

radiators and heat exchangers. This work concentrates on 

experimental investigation of forced convection heat 

transfer from dimpled tube with varying diameter and depth 

of dimples. The results of dimpled tube are compared with 

the tube without dimple. In the present investigation, heat 

transfer and hydrodynamics analysis of enhanced heat 

transfer tube with circular dimples was carried out. The 

dimples are disposed to form a certain specified depth on 

tube. Experimental tests were carried out with heating air on 

the entry side with a constant flow rate. This work 

accomplished by performing an experimental and numerical 

investigation using two different types of dimples: 1) 

circular (spherical) dimples with 4 mm diameter and 4mm 

depth with inline arrangement, 2) circular (spherical) 

dimples with 4 mm diameter and 4mm depth with staggered 

arrangement, 3) circular (spherical) dimples with 8 mm 

diameter and 4mm depth with inline arrangement and 4) 

circular (spherical) dimples with 8 mm diameter and 4mm 

depth with staggered arrangement Dimples were placed on 

periphery of copper tube with diameter of 4mm and 8 mm 

with depth of 4 mm. For those configurations the average 

heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number ratio were 

determined experimentally. For circular dimples, heat 

transfer enhancements (relative to a plain tube) were 

observed for Reynolds number range from 5000 to 12000.  

Key words: performance and cost of other enhanced 

techniques 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The removal of excessive heat from system components is 

essential to avoid the damaging effects of burning or 

overheating. The enhancement of heat transfer is an 

important part the subject of thermal engineering. The heat 

transfer from surfaces may in general enhanced by 

increasing the heat transfer coefficient between a surface 

and its surroundings, by increasing the heat transfer area of 

the surface.  

Generally the area of heat transfer is increased by 

utilizing the extended surfaces in the form of fins attached to 

base of the plate. Fins, as heat transfer enhancement devices, 

have been quite common. As the extended surface 

technology continuous to grow, new design ideas have 

emerged, including fins made of various materials. Due to 

high demand for lightweight, compact, and economical fins, 

the optimization of the fin size of great importance. 

Therefore fins must be designed to achieve maximum heat 

removal with minimum material expenditure, taken into 

account, and also with the ease of manufacturing the fin 

shape. A large number of studies have been conducted on 

optimizing fin shapes. 

Other studies have introduced shape modifications 

by cutting some materials from fins to make cavities, holes, 

slot, grooves or the channels through the fin body to 

increase heat transfer areas and or the heat transfer 

coefficient. One popular heat transfer augmentation 

technique involves the use of rough or interrupted surfaces 

of different configurations. The concept of heat transfer 

through dimpled tube is one method of improving the heat 

transfer characteristic in the force convection. Continuous 

research is going on to improve its effectiveness by reducing 

the thermal boundary layer thickness and increasing the heat 

transfer surface area. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Over the past couple of years the focus on using concavities 

or dimples, to provide enhanced heat transfer has been 

documented by a number of researchers. It is evident from 

studies that the use of dimples not only provides enhanced 

heat transfer but it can overcome most of the drawbacks of 

the other methods employed for augmenting heat transfer. 

Studies by various researchers have repeatedly yielded heat 

transfer enhancement comparable to ribs with pressure 

losses of almost half that experienced under the use of ribs, 

and even reduced drag coefficient in some cases. 

Mahmood et al. [1] analyzed heat transfer 

distribution as well as local Nusselt number variations on 

the dimpled surface of channels. They claimed that there 

was a low heat transfer region in the upstream half of the 

dimple cavity, which was followed by a high heat transfer 

region in the downstream half, and additional regions of 

high heat transfer at the downstream rim of the dimple. 

Chyu et al. [2] studied the enhancement of surface 

heat transfer in a channel using two different concavities- 

hemispheric and tear drop. Concavities serve as vortex 

generators to promote turbulent mixing in the bulk flow to 

enhance the heat transfer at ReH = 10,000 to 50,000, H/d of 

0.5, 1.5, 3.0 and δ /d =0.575. Heat transfer enhancement was 

2.5 times higher than smooth channel values and with very 

low pressure losses that were almost half that caused by 

conventional ribs turbulators. 

Moon et al. [3] experimentally studied the effect of and 

friction losses in a rectangular dimpled passage with 

staggered dimples on one wall. The geometry used was H/D 
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= 0.37, 0.74, 1.11, 1.49 and ReH = 12,000 to 60,000. Heat 

transfer enhancement was roughly 2.1 times greater than the 

smooth channel configuration with H/D values from 0.37 to 

1.49. The heat transfer augmentation was invariant with the 

Reynolds number and channel height. The increase in 

friction factor was 1.6 to 2.0 times less than the smooth 

channel. The pressure losses also remained approximately 

constant for the channel height. 

Ligrani et al [4] studied the effect of dimpled 

protrusions (bumps) on the opposite wall of the dimpled 

surface. He  showed the influence of dimple aspect ratio, 

temperature ratio, Reynolds number and flow structures in a 

dimpled channel at ReH = 600 to 11,000 and air inlet 

stagnation temperature ratio of 0.78 to 0.94 with H/D =0.20, 

0.25, 0.5, 1.00. The results indicated that the vortex pairs 

which are periodically shed from the dimples become 

stronger and local Nusselt number increase as channel 

height decreases. As the temperature ratio Toi / Tw 

decreases, the local Nusselt number also increased. 

García et al. [5] analyzes the thermal-hydraulic 

behavior of three types of enhancement technique based on 

artificial roughness: corrugated tubes, dimpled tubes and 

wire coils. The comparison has been performed from the 

three best specimens selected among the wide range of 

geometries investigated by the authors in previous works. 

Heat transfer and pressure drop experimental data in 

laminar, transition and turbulent regimes are used in this 

investigation. Results show that the shape of the artificial 

roughness exerts a greater influence on the pressure drop 

characteristics than on the heat transfer augmentation. 

Likewise, this shape strongly affects the advance of the 

transition to turbulence and its characteristics:  smooth or 

sudden. The study concludes that for Reynolds numbers 

lower than 200, the use of smooth tubes is recommended. 

For Reynolds numbers between 200 and 2000, the 

employment of wire coils is more advantageous, while for 

Reynolds numbers higher than 2000; the use of corrugated 

and dimpled tubes is favored over the wire coils because of 

the lower pressure drop encountered for similar heat transfer 

coefficient levels. 

Wang et al. [6] investigated a novel enhanced heat 

transfer tube with ellipsoidal dimples. Their computed 

results indicated that the Nusselt number for ellipsoidal 

dimpled tube and spherical dimpled tube are 38.6–175.1% 

and 34.1–158% higher than that for the smooth tube, 

respectively. The friction factors of dimpled tube increase 

by 26.9–75% and 32.9–92% for ellipsoidal and spherical 

dimples compared with the smooth tube respectively.  

Katkhaw et al. [7] studied the heat transfer of air 

flow over dimpled flat surface with the 14 types of dimpled 

arrangement. Their results show that heat transfer 

coefficients for dimpled surfaces are about 26% better than 

smooth surface for staggered arrangement. And for the 

inline arrangement, the results show that heat transfer 

coefficients for dimples surfaces are about 25% better than 

smooth surface. 

III. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is as shown 

in Fig. 1. The experimental setup consists of the components 

such as RTD’s, Temperature Indicator, Heating element, an 

arrangement to vary the heat input, Duct, Stand and Hanger 

etc.  

 
Fig. 1: Schematic layout experimental setup. 

1) Test Section, 2) Heater, 3) Thermocouple, 4) Control 

Panel,5) Orifice Meter, 6) Centrifugal Blower, 7) Flow 

Control valve 

A. Test tube 

This stage of work concentrates on developing the dimpled 

plates with circular shapes with different diameter of 

perforation. Thermal performance of the dimpled tubes will 

be compared with the plain tube. The plain tube and dimpled 

tubes with variation in the diameter of circular dimples are 

as shown in Fig.No.2. Material for plate is aluminium and 

copper. These materials are selected considering the thermal 

properties, manufacturing feasibility. (One having higher 

thermal conductivity and one having lower cost) 

 
Fig. 2.1a : Circular dimples with diam of 4 mm and depth of 

4 mm-Inline arrangement 

 
Fig. 2.1 b:Circular dimples with diam of 4 mm and depth of 

4 mm-Inline arrangements 

 
Fig. 2.1 c:Circular dimple with diam of 4 mm and depth of 4 

mm- Staggered arrangement 
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Fig.2.1 d:Circular dimples with diam of 8 mm and depth of 

4 mm-Inline arrangement 
 

 
Fig.2.1 e:Circular dimples with diameter of 8 mm and depth 

of 4 mm- Staggered arrangement 

B. Test methodology 
 

In order to Experimental Evaluation of Natural heat transfer 

coefficient through vertical heated roughened surface, it has 

been decided to vary the heat input from 25 W to 100 W in 

the step of 25 W. Readings are taken at steady state. Heater 

is placed between two test plates. Whole teat set up is 

mounted vertically. Voltage supplied is varied with the help 

of dimmerstat.  

C. Test Parameters and Calculations 

Experimentation was carried on the circular pipe at various 

patterns of dimples.  

Parameter Description 

Heat load (W) 25W,50W,75W,100W 

Time Up to Steady State 
 

Table 3.1 Test parameters 

All the necessary components were assembled and 

experimental set was developed. The necessary instruments 

were attached at correct configuration and the set up is ready 

for the experimentation. 

D. Formulae used 

Heat Supplied (Q) = V×I 

Heat Transfer coefficient (hth) = 𝑄/A(Δ𝑇𝑠- Δ𝑇a) 

Discharge through orifice 𝑞 =𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑜√      

Nusselt Number (𝑵𝒖) = 𝟎.𝟎𝟐𝟑 𝑹𝒆𝟎.𝟖𝑷𝒓𝟎.𝟒 

Heat Transfer coefficient (hth) = (𝑁𝑢)/𝑘L 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

 
Fig. 4.1: Without Dimple Tube- Comparison of hth and hexp 

 
Fig. 4.2: Without Dimple Tube- Comparison of Nuth and 

Nuexp 

 
Fig. 4.3: Tube 3- Comparison of hth and hexp 

 
Fig. 4.4: Without Dimple Tube- Comparison of Nuth and 

Nuexp 

 
Fig. 4.4: Comparison of hth and hexp 
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Fig. 4.4: Comparison of hth and hexp 

V. CONCLUSION 

The experimental investigation was carried out on four types 

of dimpled tube in comparison with plain tube. The effect of 

dimple structure on heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt 

number is experimentally investigated. The heat input to 

band air heater is kept constant and cold air stream flow rate 

varied in such way that its orifice manometer shows 

difference of water column 10 mm to 40 mm. The dimples 

are created on tube are in two pattern, inline and staggered. 

Conclusions from studied experiment are as follows, 

 Heat transfer coefficient calculated by experimental 

and theoretical method is similar. From this 

experimental setup is validated. 

 The heat transfer coefficient is increases if dimple 

diameter decreases in constant flow of air. 

 The heat transfer coefficient is increases if dimple 

depth is decreases in constant flow of air. 

 Nusselt number increases if dimple diameter is 

decreases in constant flow of air. 

 Nusselt number increases if dimple depth is 

decreases in constant flow of air. 
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